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Abstract 1 

A set of idealized cloud-permitting simulations is performed to explore the 2 

influence of small islands on precipitating convection as a function of large-scale wind 3 

speed. The islands are situated in a long, narrow ocean domain that is in radiative-4 

convective equilibrium (RCE) as a whole, constraining the domain-average precipitation. 5 

The island occupies a small part of the domain, so that significant precipitation variations 6 

over the island can occur, compensated by smaller variations over the larger surrounding 7 

area.  8 

Over flat islands, as we vary the prevailing wind speed, three distinct flow 9 

regimes occur. Rainfall is greatly enhanced, and a local symmetric circulation is formed 10 

in the time mean around the island, when the prevailing large scale wind speed is small. 11 

The rainfall enhancement over the island is much reduced when the wind speed is 12 

increased to a moderate value. This difference is characterized by a difference in the 13 

mechanisms by which convection is forced in the two regimes. A thermally forced sea 14 

breeze due to surface heating dominates when the large-scale wind is weak.  15 

Mechanically forced convection, on the other hand, is favored when the large-scale wind 16 

is moderately strong, as horizontal advection of temperature reduces the land-sea thermal 17 

contrast that drives the sea breeze. Further increases of the prevailing wind speed to lead 18 

to strong asymmetry between the windward and leeward sides of the island, due to 19 

gravity waves which result from the land-sea contrast in surface roughness as well as 20 

flow passing over elevated diurnal heating. Small-amplitude topography has a 21 

quantitative impact, but does not qualitatively alter the flow regimes or their dependence 22 

on wind speed.  23 
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1. Introduction 24 

In the earth’s tropics, land masses are sparse and scattered in the form of islands. 25 

Even relatively small islands can strongly influence the spatio-temporal patterns of deep 26 

convection (Sobel et al. 2011, Robinson, et al. 2008, Smith et al. 2012). Some authors 27 

have speculated that island formation over geological time has influenced important large 28 

scale climate patterns such as the Walker circulation (e.g., Molnar and Cronin, 2015). 29 

More generally, because islands present constant and known perturbations to the 30 

atmosphere’s lower boundary, they present an opportunity for understanding the 31 

regulation of deep convection in the tropics. 32 

One region of particular interest is the Maritime Continent (MC), where 33 

thousands of islands with complex topography strongly influence the character of the 34 

deep convection that occurs over them. The islands induce strong diurnal cycles in 35 

precipitation, as well as spatial structures in time-mean rainfall that closely follow 36 

mountains and coastlines (e.g., Biasutti et al. 2012). These influences make the islands 37 

rainier than the ocean in the time mean. At intraseasonal time scales, however, there is 38 

more variability in rainfall over the ocean than over the large islands of the MC (Sobel et 39 

al. 2010). Weather over the islands is nonetheless closely related to the passing of the 40 

Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO), although with a different relationship than over the 41 

ocean. Over the islands, precipitation exhibits intraseasonal variations which are not in 42 

phase with the larger-scale MJO phases over the surrounding oceans, instead leading the 43 

latter by approximately a week (Ichikawa and Yasunari 2006, 2008, Wu and Hsu 2009, 44 

Rauniyar and Walsh, 2011, Peatman et al. 2014, Vincent et al. 2015, Zhang and Ling 45 

2016).  46 
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Understanding both the time mean and intraseasonal variability over islands likely 47 

requires understanding the diurnal cycle. Rain over land – including larger islands in 48 

many cases - has a strong diurnal cycle, peaking in the late afternoon (e.g., Yang and 49 

Slingo 2001, Hassim et al. 2016, Vicent and Lane 2016). The recent study by Peatman et al 50 

(2014) found that 80% of the MJO precipitation signal in the MC is accounted for by 51 

changes in the amplitude of the diurnal cycle. This might suggest that numerical models 52 

which poorly capture the diurnal cycle of precipitation (as most global models do) might 53 

be unable to forecast the influence of the MJO over the MC properly.  54 

However, physical understanding of the diurnal cycle over islands of varying size, 55 

topographic relief, and large-scale environment remains limited. The influences of large-56 

scale wind, land-sea contrast in both thermal and mechanical properties, and topography 57 

are of particular interest here. Both topography and surface roughness exert mechanical 58 

forcings as horizontal wind impinges on an island from the nearby ocean, while the island 59 

also exerts a thermal forcing due surface solar heating. We would expect the mechanical 60 

forcing to be more important as wind large-scale low-level speed increases, and to have 61 

no inherent diurnal cycle (other than whatever diurnal cycle the large-scale wind has).  62 

The elevated surface heating, on the other hand, should be inherently diurnal.  63 

Consistent with these qualitative ideas, a global survey of small tropical islands 64 

(Sobel et al. 2011) showed that diurnal cycles over small islands are stronger in the low-65 

wind regime of the MC than in the high wind regime of the Caribbean. Large eddy 66 

simulations of convection over heated terrain by Kirshbaum (2011) indicated that deep 67 

convection can be suppressed by even relatively light large scale prevailing winds. 68 

Analyses of observations from the Caribbean island of Dominica have shown that low 69 
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level wind controls observed shallow convection over that Caribbean island, with a 70 

transition from thermal to mechanical forcing as wind speed increases (Smith et al. 2012; 71 

Nugent et al. 2014). Though tropical, Dominica’s large-scale environment is less 72 

favorable to deep convection than that in the MC (for example), with lower sea surface 73 

temperature (SST) and a drier free troposphere. Several observational studies in the MC 74 

have, however also demonstrated that diurnal cycles of convection may be related to the 75 

low level wind there (e.g., Ichikawa and Yasunari 2006, 2008, Virts et al. 2013) in 76 

various MJO phases. These studies are informative, but do not constitute a 77 

comprehensive characterization of the response of island rainfall to island size, 78 

topography, large-scale wind, and thermodynamic environment. 79 

Theory offers only limited guidance. The dynamics of dry flow over topography 80 

has been thoroughly studied in the past (e.g., Smith 1989, Roe 2005, Lin 2007). In these 81 

studies, the flow’s regime dependence on the several key parameters – such as wind 82 

speed, topography height and aspect ratio - are often succinctly described by the Froude 83 

number and the aspect ratio of the topography. A limited number of numerical modeling 84 

studies have suggested that a similar characterization is also useful for understanding the 85 

transient behavior of moist orographic flow regimes (e.g. Jiang 2003; Smith, 2004; Colle 86 

2004; Chen and Lin 2005; Galewsky and Sobel 2005; Galewsky 2008), with appropriate 87 

re-definition of the Froude number to account for the presence of moisture. Most of this 88 

work, however, treats the environment as essentially stable, without considering 89 

explicitly the role of triggered free convection. Yet surely such convection occurs over 90 

tropical islands during the course of the diurnal cycle. We expect in general that the 91 

dynamics of deep convective cells might lead to different precipitation patterns compared 92 
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to purely mechanically forced flow (e.g., Miglietta and Rotunno 2009, 2010). Certainly, 93 

we know that deep convection occurs over tropical islands even in the absence of any 94 

large-scale wind, so mechanical forcing is clearly not relevant in that limit. The transition 95 

between that case and those with larger wind speeds, where mechanical forcing becomes 96 

more relevant, is of particular interest here. 97 

In this study we examine precipitation due to presence of a small island in 98 

idealized cloud-resolving simulations. Our focus is on the roles of large-scale wind speed, 99 

land-sea contrast, topography, and the diurnal cycle, with a goal of characterizing how 100 

these parameters control the precipitation in a deep convective environment. The rest of 101 

the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows observational results. Section 3 102 

contains a description of the numerical experiments, followed by discussions of the 103 

numerical results in Section 4. Discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 5.  104 

 105 

2. TRMM observations of precipitation over three islands  106 

We first present some results, derived from the precipitation radar (PR) aboard the 107 

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite, on the relationship between low 108 

level wind speed and rain over several islands.  Specifically, we composite precipitation 109 

observed in individual TRMM PR swaths with respect to 850 hPa wind speeds over small 110 

islands in the Maritime Continent. The resolution of the native satellite footprints 111 

(approximately 5 km pixel size) is sufficiently fine to resolve precipitation over terrain 112 

with horizontal scales of tens to hundreds of kilometers, and the multi-year record we 113 

have assembled at this resolution (1998-2007) allows us to construct a climatology which 114 

makes these fine details apparent, as demonstrated in Biasutti et al. (2011). The TRMM 115 
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precipitation 2A25 version 6 data set for precipitation, and wind from the ECMWF-116 

Interim reanalysis (Dees et al. 2011) are used to derive composites over several tropical 117 

islands: Manus, Papua New Guinea in the tropical western Pacific, as well as Java,and 118 

Sumatra, Indonesia. For convenience, the TRMM PR data in a rectangular area 146.5-119 

147.2 °E, 2.2 – 2°S are used over Manus. Because satellite swaths often do not cover the 120 

whole areas of larger islands, only part of the larger islands are considered: for Java, 108-121 

113°E, 8-7°S; for Sumatra, 101-104°E, 3°S – 0.  122 

Figure 1 shows the relationship between rain and low level wind speeds. Over all 123 

three islands, rainfall is greatest when 850 hPa wind speed is near zero, and decreases as 124 

winds increase until rain reaches a minimum for wind speeds ~ 5 m/s. As wind speed 125 

increases further, rain increases either slightly (over Manus) or significantly (Sumatra). 126 

The non-monotonicity of the functional relationship between rain and wind speed is 127 

consistent over all the three islands regardless of the differences in their sizes and 128 

locations, suggesting that it is a feature worthy of further study. 129 

 130 

3. Design of idealized numerical experiments  131 

We study precipitation over islands surrounded by the ocean in simulations of 132 

radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE). We use the Advanced Research Weather 133 

Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model version 3.3 (Skamarock et al., 2008). Boundary 134 

layer turbulence and vertical sub-grid scale eddy diffusion are treated with the YSU 135 

scheme (Hong and Pan, 1996; Noh and Hong, 2003; Hong et al. 2006). This is a first 136 

order closure scheme, but also includes the non-local counter-gradient transport (Troen 137 

and Mahrt; 1986). In this scheme, boundary layer height is determined by the local 138 
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Richardson number, temperature and wind speed. The horizontal sub-gridscale eddy 139 

mixing is parameterized using the 2D Smagorinsky first order closure scheme performed 140 

in physical space. The bulk microphysics scheme is the Morrison double-moment scheme 141 

[Morrison et al. 2009]. This scheme has prognostic equations for both mixing ratio and 142 

number concentration of six species of hydrometeors: water vapor, cloud water, cloud 143 

ice, rain, snow and graupel. The surface moisture and heat fluxes are parameterized 144 

following Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. We explore the limit of infinite Bowen ratio 145 

over the land: moisture availability and the latent heat flux are both zero over the island.   146 

The idealized numerical experiments are performed on the equatorial f plane (zero 147 

Coriolis force). As a result, we expect most synoptic variability to occur in the form of 148 

convectively coupled gravity waves. A number of dynamically active flow features will 149 

emerge over the island, e.g., land and sea breezes, cold pools and gravity currents, and 150 

gravity waves (e.g., Qian et al. 2012, Mapes et al. 2003, Love et al. 2012, Robinson et al. 151 

2014). Each of these may potentially play important roles in organizing convection near 152 

the coastal regions. We will analyze these mesoscale flow features in our simulations.  153 

Our computational domain is a long, narrow strip of ocean with an idealized 154 

island in the center. The computational domain is 3000 km long in the zonal direction (x). 155 

To partially accommodate the three-dimensional development of convection, the 156 

computational domain also spans 60 km in the meridional (y)-direction. The horizontal 157 

grid spacing is 3 km. A total of 60 vertical levels are used with stretched grid spacing. 158 

The nominal top of the numerical domain is at ~30 km altitude, and both diffusion and 159 

implicit damping are used in the topmost 10 km to prevent unrealistic momentum 160 

transport from excessive gravity wave activity in some simulations. 161 
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The presence of an island in an otherwise uniform ocean surface introduces 162 

several inhomogeneities in the surface conditions. First, because of the small effective 163 

heat capacity of the island surface, surface temperature over land varies greatly due to 164 

solar insolation over course of a day, with day-night differences often on the order of 10 165 

K. Second, the aerodynamical surface roughness length over land is significantly greater 166 

than that over ocean. In our experiments, it is set to a typical value of 0.1 meter over the 167 

island. It is diagnosed over sea through the Charnock’s relation with a typical value on 168 

the order of 10-4 m. Third, island topography, if present, introduces forced lift at the 169 

surface. Fourth, the Bowen ratio is different over land than ocean, with relatively greater 170 

sensible heat flux, in general. We will examine the roles of the first three differences in 171 

our experiments.  172 

Radiative cooling is represented by a simple Newtonian relaxation scheme (Wang 173 

et al., 2011, 2014): 174 

11.2  205

195 
                

5 

R

K day for T K

Q K T
elsewhere

day

− − ⋅ >


= −



                              175 

The troposphere is cooled at constant rate of 1.2 K/day, which is close to the 176 

observed climatological value in the earth’s tropical troposphere. The stratospheric 177 

temperature is near constant at 195 K. Cronin et al. (2014) concluded that cloud-radiation 178 

interaction is not essential for the precipitation enhancement over an island. Hence, our 179 

simplified treatment not only reduces the complexity of the problem, but also has 180 

additional benefit of substantially reducing computational cost. To simplify the treatment 181 

of diurnal cycles and avoid the need to compute a surface energy budget, we specify 182 

surface temperature at the lower boundary. Specifically, temperature at the island surface 183 
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is varied sinusoidally from 23 °C to 33 °C over a day, while sea surface temperature (SST) 184 

elsewhere is fixed to 28°C. As a result, the diurnal mean surface temperature over the 185 

island equals that of the ocean. Other studies have opted to use surface heat flux as a 186 

lower boundary condition (e.g., Robinson et al. 2008). We find that in the simulations 187 

presented below diurnal variations in surface flux changes little in experiments various 188 

different large scale wind speed, suggesting that how the surface flux is used should not 189 

make much difference for our results.  190 

Our working hypothesis is that wind speed has a strong effect on the 191 

characteristics of convection over small islands. We prescribe the prevailing wind speed 192 

by relaxing the horizontal wind V
��

toward a given wind profile tV
��

 as: 193 

...
tV VV

t τ

  −∂  + =
∂

�� ��

��

, 194 

where [] is the horizontal average over the entire domain, τ is the relaxation time scale 195 

(taken as 1 hour), ( ,0)tV U=
��

. This relaxation of the horizontal wind does not interfere 196 

with local mesoscale circulations since the forcing is uniform over the entire domain. We 197 

will examine precipitation over the island for four different values of the prevailing wind 198 

speed: 0, 5, 10, and 15 m/s. The mean zonal wind is maintained by relaxing the domain- 199 

averaged zonal wind to these prescribed values at a one-hour time scale. Numerical 200 

experiments with these different prevailing wind speeds will be referred to as U0, U5, 201 

U10, and U15, respectively. Variations in vertical wind shear are not considered in this 202 

study.  203 

We will focus on convection over a flat island of 138 km width first.  Sensitivity 204 

to island size and dimensionality of the computation domain will be discussed later. All 205 
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the numerical experiments are integrated for 4 months. The first 20 days are discarded, 206 

and the remaining 100 days (containing 100 samples of the diurnal cycle) are used to 207 

compute mean values.  208 

 209 

4. Results  210 

4.1 Precipitation 211 

Figure 2 shows a Hovmӧller diagram of daily precipitation over a 30-day period 212 

for U = 0, 5, 10, and 15 m/s over the flat island. Sporadic precipitation episodes are seen 213 

throughout the domain in the simulations at lower U (0, 5 m/s). Larger persistently wet 214 

and dry regions are also evident over or near the island. For larger U (10, 15 m/s), 215 

convection is organized into slowly westward propagating features with many fast 216 

eastward propagating waves embedded. Domain averaged time mean precipitation in all 217 

these simulations is approximately 3.9 - 4.5 mm/day, due to the energetic constraint 218 

imposed by the nearly constant radiative cooling in these radiative-convective 219 

equilibrium runs.  220 

Without the island, the time mean precipitation in statistical equilibrium would be 221 

distributed evenly in space because no other factors would be present to break the 222 

symmetry imposed by the translationally invariant boundary conditions and forcings, 223 

especially given the absence of cloud-radiative feedback (e.g., Wing and Cronin 2016). 224 

However, the presence of the island leads to great spatial inhomogeneity. For the U = 0 225 

cases, P is much enhanced over the island (Figure 3a), and has a minimum a few 226 

hundred kilometers away from the island; the time mean P is nearly symmetric about the 227 

island center. As the prevailing wind U is increased to 5 m/s (Figure 3b), the local 228 
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maximum over the island is weakened while the local minimum becomes more 229 

pronounced on the leeward side of the island. The reduction of precipitation over the 230 

island is related to the weakening of the sea breeze, as discussed later. As U is further 231 

increased to 10 or 15 m/s (Figures 3 c and d), strong asymmetry in P is evident over the 232 

island, with a local maximum on the windward side and a minimum on the leeward side. 233 

This is a signature of gravity waves, generated as the large-scale wind encounters either 234 

the elevated heat source associated with the convection or the increased roughness length 235 

over the flat island, as discussed in detail below. The spatial distribution of precipitation 236 

is also progressively smoother with greater U.  237 

The mean rainfall P over the island with respect to the mean prevailing wind U is 238 

summarized in Figure 4 (blue curve), which shows a clearly non-monotonic relationship. 239 

The increase of P as U increases over the island indicates a fundamental shift in the 240 

dynamical regime: rainfall is greatly enhanced when the prevailing large-scale wind 241 

speed is small (0 m/s), but there is little rainfall enhancement when the wind speed is 5 242 

m/s. This non-monotonic relationship between rain and wind speed is qualitatively 243 

consistent with observations, as shown above.  244 

Due to the imposed diurnal variation of surface temperature over the island, P 245 

also shows a diurnal cycle, though one whose amplitude is a strong function of imposed 246 

wind speed.  Figure 5 shows composites of P over the island. For U = 0 m/s, a strong 247 

diurnal cycle is prominent over the island with a peak in the late afternoon, ~ 3-6 pm 248 

local time. Both the windward and leeward sides show nearly identical diurnal variations 249 

in P. For large U = 15 m/s (bottom panels of Fig. 5), the diurnal cycle becomes muted 250 

over the island. The U=5 and 10 m/s cases are more complex, and it is helpful to discuss 251 
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the leeward and windward sides separately. In general, the windward side of the island 252 

(green) shows a weak maximum in the morning, while the leeward side (black) has a 253 

peak +/- 3 hours around the local noon. For U=5 m/s, the leeward side dominates over the 254 

windward side, and the diurnal cycle is dominated by the variations over the leeward 255 

side. For U=10 m/s, both the leeward and windward sides show their own diurnal cycles 256 

with nearly equal amplitude.  257 

4.2 Dynamic regimes: sea breeze and gravity waves 258 

In this section we examine the dynamical processes in the different regimes which 259 

occur for weak and strong large-scale wind speed. We will show that the low wind 260 

regime is characterized by deep ascent over the island and a shallow sea-breeze, while the 261 

high wind regime is dominated by gravity waves. Figure 6 displays the time averaged 262 

vertical motion, w, as a function of horizontal position x and vertical position z, centered 263 

over the island. For the U0 cases, broad ascent is observed over the island with two 264 

distinct maxima, one at upper levels and another at 900 hPa. This shallow circulation is a 265 

signature of the sea breeze as seen in diurnal variations of w (Fig. 7). The U0 cases have 266 

maximum upper-level ascent, presumably associated with deep convection, lagging the 267 

surface temperature maximum by ~6 hours (Fig. 7a), while the low-level shallow ascent 268 

peaks slightly earlier, at ~ 3 pm local time. Broad descent is found in the evening and 269 

early morning. As with precipitation, circulation is nearly symmetric with respect to the 270 

island center in the low wind cases.  271 

Composite diurnal cycles of perturbation zonal wind, u, vertical velocity, w, and 272 

horizontal vorticity η (defined as η = uz - wx) show the solenoidal circulations associated 273 

with the land/sea breeze (Figure 8) in the lower troposphere.  In the U0 case, vortical 274 
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flow characterized by ascent over the gradually heated island and weaker descent 275 

offshore begins to develop at 9 h nearly symmetrically at both ends of the flat island 276 

where horizontal temperature gradient is the strongest. As the island surface warms 277 

continually afterwards, the vortical motion intensifies and moves inland due to nonlinear 278 

horizontal advection by the gravity wave current. By ~ 15 h, the two local vortical 279 

circulation branches almost meet at the center of the island. The estimated speed is ~ 2 280 

m/s or less given that the gravity current front is located at x = 50 km at 9h and x = 0 281 

(near the center of the island) at 15 h. Broad ascent associated with deep convection is 282 

established in the later afternoon from 15 h to 18 h.  The diurnal reversal of the land-sea 283 

breeze circulation at the coast area in U0 differs markedly from linear theories of sea 284 

breeze (Rotunno 1983, Crook and Tucker 2005, Qian et al 2009, 2012, Jiang 2012, 285 

Kirshbaum 2013) in several aspects. First, the sea breeze in the afternoon maximum is 286 

significantly stronger than the land breeze in the early morning. The temporal asymmetry 287 

is related to turbulent mixing of heat within a boundary layer of diurnally varying depth.  288 

The heated surface during the day significantly raises the boundary layer top, while the 289 

cooled surface over the night leads to a shallow stable boundary layer. This leads to a 290 

shallow land breeze during the night and deep sea breeze during the day. In contrast to 291 

numerical simulations, the diurnally varying symmetric heating is used in the linear 292 

theory, and it does not predict such a diurnally asymmetric circulation. Second, slantwise 293 

gravity wave packets radiating from the center of the island in linear theories are not 294 

visible in our simulations. However, the timing of the ascent and its proximity to the 295 

surface resembles the growth-decay solution found in Kirshbaum (2013). Indeed, a closer 296 

look at the time evolution of boundary layers indicates that a neutral or weakly unstable 297 
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boundary layer develops during the daytime underneath the stable lower troposphere due 298 

to heating at the surface, and the top of the boundary layer reaches its maximum in the 299 

early afternoon. Kirshbaum (2013) shows that the vertical stratification profile provides a 300 

favorable environment for this grow-decay solution and inhibits radiating gravity waves.   301 

In contrast to the U0 case, the U5 case develops strong asymmetry at both ends of 302 

the island throughout the day. Progression of the upstream vortical motion associated 303 

with the sea breeze is overall similar to that in the U0 case but is significantly weaker. 304 

The negative horizontal vorticity patch spreads horizontally, covering the island by 305 

midafternoon (15 h). After that, descent develops over the windward side of the island 306 

associated with the sea breeze. The leeward vortical motion associated with the sea 307 

breeze begins to develop offshore in the morning as the U0 case with stronger amplitude, 308 

and it stays offshore over the whole day, limiting its influence on rain over the island. For 309 

the large wind cases (U greater than 10m/s), the circulation changes completely. In these 310 

cases, horizontal vorticity is not a useful indicator of circulation strength as it spreads 311 

over the island. Large scale vertical motion is no longer single-signed (Fig. 7); instead, 312 

ascending and descending motions alternate with height, and they differ from the 313 

windward to the leeward sides.  314 

The diurnal evolution of the solenoidal circulation may be diagnosed by 315 

considering the equation for horizontal vorticity as:  316 

               ( ) ...
B

ADV
t x

η
η

∂ ∂
= − +

∂ ∂
                                    (1) 317 

where the first term is the nonlinear advection of η, and the second term is the horizontal 318 

gradient of buoyancy (B). Other terms, such as diffusion, have been neglected. The 319 

retained terms are computed using variables averaged in the y direction and composited 320 
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over a whole diurnal cycle. Figure 9 shows the contributions of the two terms on the 321 

right-hand side to the vorticity tendency averaged over the upwind side and downwind 322 

side of the island from the surface to 1 km for diurnal cycle composite. The horizontal 323 

buoyancy gradient is the dominant contribution, while nonlinear advection of vorticity is 324 

not important. The negative vorticity on the downwind side in U5 is attributed to the 325 

weak horizontal gradient of buoyancy (blue dashed). Hence the weakening of solenoidal 326 

sea breeze with increasing wind speed can be attributed to a reduced horizontal buoyancy 327 

gradient due to horizontal advection. Essentially, the imposed large-scale wind blows the 328 

land-sea thermal contrast away. 329 

To further show how the horizontal buoyancy gradient – essentially sea 330 

breeze fronts - controls horizontal vorticity, we take the time derivative of the above 331 

equation, and keep only the horizontal gradient term (Kirshbaum 2013) as:   332 

2

2
~ ~ tQB

u w
t t x x x x x z

η θ θ∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂     − − + +     ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂     
, 333 

where Qt is the total diabatic heating, and other variables assume convention. Here, 334 

the heating terms considered are microphysical and boundary layer turbulent 335 

mixing.  The three terms are horizontal gradient of diabatic heating, horizontal 336 

advection of θ, and vertical advection of θ. Assuming a periodic solution in time, 337 

then we have: 338 

~ tQ
u w

x x x x z

θ θ
η

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   − −   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
                           (2) 339 

Figure 10 shows time series of the three terms using diurnal composites of the state 340 

variables (so eddy contributions as derivations from composite diurnal cycle are 341 

further neglected) for the U0, U5, U10 and U15 cases, averaged in the area of negative 342 
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vorticity (the upwind half of the island from surface to ~1km, Fig. 8). In U0, the first 343 

term dominates over the other terms; while in the other cases, the horizontal 344 

advection of θ  becomes substantially positive in the early afternoon, greatly 345 

negating vorticity generation due to horizontal gradient of heating. In all the cases, 346 

the vertical advection remains negligible. This indicates that wind blowing relatively 347 

cool air toward the center of the island is the primary cause of the reduced 348 

solenoidal circulation for non-zero wind cases.  349 

The diurnal variations of vertical motion on the windward and leeward sides 350 

differ significantly due to the influence of the prevailing wind U (bottom row of Figs. 6 351 

and 7). The alternating regions of ascent and descent are signatures of stationary gravity 352 

waves. Two types of large amplitude gravity wave structures may be identified: those on 353 

both edges of the island, which have opposite phases but the same horizontal wavelength, 354 

around ~ 6 km, similar to linear gravity wave solution in Qian et al. (2009, 2012), and 355 

mountain waves with half-wavelength approximately the width of the island. Over the 356 

course of the day, these gravity waves show weak diurnal variations.  357 

Steady hydrostatic topographic waves have the simple dispersion relationship: 358 

N
m

U
= , where U is the mean wind speed, m is the vertical wavenumber, and N is the 359 

static stability (e.g., Section 9.4 in Holton 2004). This indicates that vertical wavenumber 360 

is inversely proportional to zonal wind speed and independent of the dimensions of 361 

topography. Given the typical values of the other parameters (U = 10 m/s, N ~ 10-2 s-1), 362 

the vertical wavelength is estimated to be ~ 6 km for U10, and 9 km for U15, both in 363 

reasonable agreement with the results of the numerical experiments (Fig. 6 c and d). The 364 

cases with intermediate wind speed (5 m/s) are transitional between the low and high 365 
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wind regimes. The U5 case shows a shallow sea-breeze circulation, but only in the 366 

leeward side, while the windward side shows relatively weak circulations. The strong 367 

diurnal cycle of the leeside circulation is clearly related to the strong diurnal cycle in 368 

precipitation (Fig. 5 b).  369 

Many observational and numerical studies have shown that precipitation over 370 

tropical oceans is closely related to free-tropospheric humidity (e.g., Sherwood 1999; 371 

Derbyshire et al. 2004; Bretherton et al. 2004; Wang and Sobel 2012; Raymond and 372 

Flores 2016). We have examined column-integrated water vapor in these numerical 373 

simulations, however, and found that it varies by less than 2 mm over a diurnal cycle. 374 

This suggests that variations in moisture does not play a significant role in our results, 375 

and we do not expect moisture-convection feedback to be crucial for understanding 376 

convection over the islands in these simulations. This is not inconsistent with our 377 

understanding that this feedback is important for other tropical convective phenomena, 378 

only that other factors are more important here because moisture variations are weak. 379 

The diurnal evolution of both the thermally forced solenoidal sea breeze 380 

circulation and the mechanically forced gravity waves in these experiments suggests that 381 

the transition between these different dynamical phenomena as wind speed varies is the 382 

cause for the non-monotonic variation of precipitation under different prevailing winds.  383 

The thermally forced sea breeze maximizes in the zero wind case, and its decrease in 384 

strength with wind speed may be associated with the precipitation decrease as wind speed 385 

increases from 0 to 5 m/s, with its effect continuing to dominate over the relatively weak 386 

gravity waves in that lower wind speed range. On the other hand, forced gravity waves 387 

and their increasingly stronger amplitude in the high wind regimes may be associated 388 
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with the increase in precipitation from 5 to 15 m/s, while the sea breeze plays a much 389 

smaller role in that range. 390 

 391 

4.3 Effect of surface friction versus diurnal cycle 392 

The diurnal cycle in surface temperature, the significantly larger roughness length 393 

over the land (0.1 m) and contrast in Bowen ratio are the primary sources of spatial 394 

inhomogeneity differentiating the surface of a flat island from the surrounding ocean. 395 

Any diurnal variations in rain can only be attributed to the diurnal cycle in surface 396 

temperature, since the other factors do not vary in time. These diurnal variations can 397 

rectify so that the diurnal cycle influences the time-mean precipitation. At the same time, 398 

the roughness heterogeneity perturbs surface winds, generates convergence near the 399 

surface over the island, and produces gravity waves. These dynamical effects of the 400 

island’s enhanced surface roughness can also contribute to variations in time-mean 401 

precipitation with wind speed. Hence, it is not clear which of the spatial inhomogeneities 402 

is primarily responsible for the variations in time mean surface precipitation distribution 403 

with wind speed. It may be argued that Bowen ratio and diurnal cycles of surface 404 

temperature are not independent. Wet soil in general has smaller Bowen ratio and large 405 

heat capacity, hence smaller diurnal variations in surface temperature. In this section, we 406 

will focus on two independent effects:  surface roughness and diurnal cycle in surface 407 

temperature. To assess their relative importance, we perform two sets of mechanism 408 

denial experiments: one without a diurnal cycle, and the other without surface drag. In the 409 

experiments without a diurnal cycle, the surface temperature over the island is set to the 410 

same value as over the ocean (301.15 K). For the experiments testing the influence of 411 
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surface drag, the surface stress tensor is set to zero so that the non-zero roughness does 412 

not influence the momentum flux (the free-slip boundary conditions, with du/dz = 0). 413 

One might argue it is simpler to use the same surface roughness length everywhere. 414 

However, this would cause great reduction in surface heat fluxes over island (because the 415 

frictional velocity is proportional to roughness length), and diminishes the diurnal cycle 416 

of heating. Disabling surface drag eliminates the surface roughness inhomogeneity 417 

without this unintended thermal effect.  418 

The two sets of experiments are performed for the U0, U5, and U15 cases. For the 419 

U0 cases, switching off the diurnal cycle completely shuts off all rain over the island due 420 

to lack of surface evaporation over the island (blue curve in Figure 11 a and d), while 421 

surface roughness has very little influence (red curves in Figure 11 a and d). If Bowen 422 

ratio were reduced, it is likely that rain would not be completed shut off. For U5 (Figure 423 

11 b and e), the no-diurnal cycle experiment produces more rain upstream of the island, 424 

reduced rain over the island (Fig. 10 e), and much reduced rain downstream (100 – 400 425 

km). The reduction of rain over the windward side is likely due to inland progression of 426 

the sea breeze as shown in Figure 8. In the no surface drag experiment, the diurnal cycle 427 

is able to a produce similar rainfall distribution over the island as that with surface drag, 428 

but much more rain downstream (100 – 400 km). The diurnal cycle and surface drag 429 

appear to have opposing effects on precipitation: the former reduces rain over the 430 

windward and increases it over the leeward side, while the latter does the opposite. For 431 

U15 (Figure 11 c and f), switching off either effect greatly reduces rain. The two 432 

experiments, both producing local rain maxima at the windward side and rain shadows at 433 

the leeward, indicates that gravity waves – generated either from the surface roughness 434 
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induced convergence or from convective heating – are responsible for precipitation 435 

responses, and the two effects work cooperatively to produce more precipitation than 436 

either individual effect alone would, since both generate gravity waves which are nearly 437 

in phase with each other. The contrasting behavior in the U5 and U15 case further 438 

indicates that the sea breeze is important in the low wind regime, while gravity waves are 439 

crucial in the high wind regime.  440 

 441 

4.4 Islands of different sizes  442 

Two sets of experiments are performed to examine the effects of island size. In 443 

the first set of experiments, horizontal resolution and grid number are kept the same, 444 

while the length of the island is increased from 6 km to 300 km for U = 0, 5, 10 and 15 445 

m/s. The second set of experiments is performed with a smaller horizontal grid spacing, 446 

dx = 1 km, and reduced dimensionality (no y dimension) to save computing time.  447 

Figure 12 shows that the precipitation decreases from U = 0 m/s to 5 m/s and 448 

increases as prevailing wind is increased for island larger than 90 km and smaller than 449 

300 km in both the 3 km and 1 km runs. However, it is more complicated for smaller and 450 

larger islands. P for smaller island is the largest for U = 0 m/s, while cases with different 451 

U do not show consistent differences with different resolutions. For U = 0 m/s, a local 452 

maximum is found for islands 30 – 40 km wide. This local maximum is similar to those 453 

found by Robinson et al. (2008) and Cronin et al. (2014). For U = 5 m/s, the local 454 

maximum increases to 60 km in the dx = 3 km runs, but not in the dx = 1 km runs. The 455 

local precipitation maximum shifts to larger island with further increases in prevailing 456 
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wind: x = 80-90 km for U = 10 m/s, and x = 120 km for U = 15 m/s.  The results from 3D 457 

dx = 3km and 2D dx=1 km runs are broadly consistent.    458 

 459 

4.5 Effect of topography 460 

We consider the effect of topography in this section. The topography of the island 461 

is specified in the domain as a function of x:  462 

4

0
01 cos ,      if   

16

0,                                                else             

mH x x
x x a

H a
π

 −  + − <   =    



, 463 

where Hm , a, and x0 are the peak height, half width, and center of the island, respectively.  464 

Here we take a = 69 km, the same as in the case of the flat island examined in previous 465 

sections. This form also yields a smooth transition from island to ocean. 466 

Figure 4 shows that the presence of topography leads to a general increase of P 467 

over the island, e.g., P increases from ~ 12 mm/day for H = 0 m to ~ 15 mm/day for H = 468 

400 m. Unlike the U5 case with a flat island (Figure 3b), however, topography leads to 469 

the reemergence of a local maximum in rain over the island. In other cases, topography 470 

enhances the local maximum in rain without changing its spatial structure. The U15 cases 471 

are similar to the U10 cases: strong asymmetric responses over the island and increased 472 

rainfall due to topography. In all non-zero U cases, the greater precipitation in the 473 

windward side may be expected because the mechanically forced lift, � ∙ ∇ℎ, is stronger 474 

for steeper topography. The precipitation is convective in nature, however; the orographic 475 

lifting alters the statistics of precipitation by triggering deep convective cells, rather than 476 

by purely mechanical lifting of an otherwise stable flow (e.g., Miglietta and Rotunno 477 

2009, 2010). 478 
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Topography changes the response of precipitation to the island quantitatively, not 479 

qualitatively, but its impact on the circulation is substantial. Vertical motion is focused in 480 

the middle of the island in the U0 cases (Figure 13 a and b) with topography, while its 481 

maxima are located at the two ends (coasts) of the flat island (Figure 6a). Inspection of 482 

the low level circulation indicates that a diurnally varying mountain solenoidal 483 

circulation is present, and that its strength increases with topographic height (not shown). 484 

On the other hand, topographic gravity waves with larger amplitude can be clearly 485 

identified in the rest of the cases, with ascent in the windward and descent in the leeward 486 

slopes, and vertical wavelength increasing with U.  487 

 488 

4.6 Nonlinear dry solutions of diurnal cycles over small island 489 

To shed further light on why the prevailing wind speed has such a strong 490 

controlling influence on island rainfall in our simulations, we discuss a dry initial value 491 

problem in this section. We integrate the model without microphysics, moisture or 492 

radiation for one day. This short integration time is used since no meaningful 493 

thermodynamic equilibrium is expected without radiative or convective physics. The 494 

initial conditions are a horizontally uniform atmosphere with a moist neutral sounding 495 

derived from the time averaged vertical profiles of temperature in the moist runs. We 496 

vary the size of the island and the initial zonal wind speed in these dry integrations. The 497 

model is integrated for one full diurnal cycle. The surface boundary conditions are the 498 

same as in the moist run, including the sinusoidal variation in surface temperature. 499 

Vertical turbulent diffusion is sufficient to mix air heated from the surface of the island in 500 
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the boundary layer. Nonlinear dry solutions from experiments in which surface drag and 501 

diurnal cycle are disabled are also computed.  502 

 Figure 14 shows vertical velocity averaged over a full diurnal cycle at the same 503 

island as shown in Figure 6. For U0, vertical velocity is confined within the lowest 1 km 504 

and the upper level ascent found in the moist solution is absent. The sea breeze in the 505 

lower troposphere has a similar progression (not shown) as for the moist solution (left 506 

column of Figure 8). This solution is again similar to the growth-decay solution in 507 

Kirshbaum (2013, e.g. their Fig. 4) with a stable layer capping a neutral layer in the 508 

lowest 1 km. Low level vortical motion associated with the sea breeze is also similar to 509 

that in the moist solution (right column of Figure 9) except that the amplitude is stronger 510 

in the dry solutions. The U5 case (Figure 14b) shows descent in the lowest 1.5 km, 511 

presumably associated with the gravity wave response. Increasing the prevailing wind to 512 

10 and 15 m/s leads to ascent in the lowest 1 km, with magnitude proportional to U. In 513 

the U15 case, descent also develops around 4 km as part of the propagating gravity wave.  514 

Similarity in w between the control runs and the no drag runs (red curve) indicates 515 

that the effect of the diurnal cycle determines the vertical velocity in the U0 and U5 516 

cases, while surface drag opposes but cannot fully counter its effect.  However, in the 517 

U10 and U15 cases, w is similar in the control runs (gray) and the no diurnal cycle runs 518 

(red), indicating that surface drag appears to be more important in these high wind cases.  519 

Nonlinear dry solutions are also obtained for a range of island sizes. Figure 15 520 

shows the dependence of the maximum horizontal winds toward the island center within 521 

a full diurnal cycle on the island size. The horizontal wind increases monotonically and 522 

then asymptotically approaches a limit for larger islands. This nearly replicates the result 523 
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of Cronin et al. (2014, their Fig 13a). The maximum vertical velocity decreases 524 

monotonically with the island size. Our nonlinear dry solutions with varying island size 525 

confirm their results. Hence the optimum size for precipitation remains unexplained.   526 

Considering an infinitesimally small island, we expect that its presence should 527 

have no measurable effect on rain given larger internal variability in the moist 528 

atmosphere, but that its influence should increase with size (at least within some size 529 

range) as the sea breeze and mechanically forced circulations develop, with the relative 530 

importance of each depending on wind speed. On the other hand, our dry solutions show 531 

that large-scale ascent decreases with island size. We speculate that the two effects 532 

together produce the size optimum. A fuller understanding of the dependence of 533 

precipitation on island size remains a topic for future research. 534 

 535 

5. Conclusions 536 

We have investigated precipitation over small tropical islands using a cloud-system 537 

resolving model in a long, narrow domain in radiative-convective equilibrium. The 1-3 538 

km grid spacing allows us to study precipitation and dynamics arising from prescribed 539 

diurnally varying surface temperature over a small island in a narrow ocean channel 540 

domain with fixed SST, with prevailing wind speed as the control parameter of primary 541 

interest. Our main conclusions are summarized as follows: 542 

(1). Prevailing wind speed strongly controls rain over the island. Island precipitation is a 543 

non-monotonic function of wind speed. It is a maximum for zero prevailing wind, 544 

decreases as wind speed increases to ~ 5m/s, and increases again with further increases of 545 

wind speed.  546 
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(2). The thermally forced solenoidal circulation associated with the sea breeze is strong 547 

with zero prevailing wind, and weakens with increasing wind speed as horizontal 548 

advection of temperature reduces the land-sea temperature contrast, while mechanically 549 

forced gravity waves associated with surface inhomogeneity strengthen with wind speed. 550 

We conclude that the change in the circulation regimes with wind speed leads to the non-551 

monotonic behavior of precipitation.  552 

(3). For flat islands, the greater surface roughness (compared to that of the surrounding 553 

ocean) plays an important role in the high wind regime, while it is much less important in 554 

the low wind regime. This suggests that mechanical land-sea contrast is an important 555 

factor even without topography.   556 

(4). The non-monotonic behavior of island precipitation is overall robust with respect to 557 

island size. The optimal island size (that which maximizes diurnal mean island rainfall) is 558 

approximately 30-40 km in the zero wind regime, similar to what has been found in 559 

previous studies. This optimal size increases, and the maximum as a function of size 560 

broadens, with wind speed.  561 

(5) Small amplitude topography increases island precipitation for all wind speeds 562 

investigated here, and the non-monotonic behavior of rain with respect to wind speed is 563 

robust in the presence of topography. However, topographic waves and mountain 564 

solenoid circulations emerge due to topography, and both enhance vertical circulation at 565 

low levels.  566 

A variety of dynamical processes may cause variations of large-scale wind in the tropics. 567 

For example, strong westerlies – say, greater than 10 m/s - can be found during the active 568 

phase of the MJO, and easterlies associated with Kelvin wave component of the MJO. It 569 
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is well known that intraseasonal rain anomalies maximize with the low level zonal wind. 570 

Rain over the islands of the Maritime Continent, however, does not follow this rule. 571 

Instead, it is high during the inactive phases despite lower humidity (Peatman et al. 2014) 572 

While a proper understanding of the response of island rainfall to the MJO is a topic for 573 

further investigation, our results suggest that the interplay between thermally forced and 574 

mechanically forced mesoscale dynamics and convection may be relevant to this 575 

problem.  576 
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Figure 1. Climatological mean precipitation as a function of 850 hPa wind speed over 

three islands: Manus, Java, and Sumatra. Winds from the ERA-Interim data and 

precipitation data composited from individual satellite swaths from the TRMM 2A25 

version 6 data (1997-2006) with 5 km resolution are used to derive the composite.  
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Figure 2. Hovmoeller diagram of daily surface rain rate as a function of horizontal 

distance x (km) and time t (days). 
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Figure 3 Time averaged rainfall from 120 day integrations of three dimensional RCE over the 

tropical ocean with a small island, represented by the small red box, in the middle of the 

computational domain, as a function of horizontal distance x. 
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Figure 4. Time mean precipitation over the island as a function of prevailing wind speed, 

for three different topographic heights (0, 400 and 800 meters). 
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Figure 5. Composite of precipitation diurnal cycles over the entire island for four cases: 

U = 0, 5, 10, 15 m/s as a function of horizontal distance and time.Two diurnal cycles are 

shown for clarity. .  
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Figure 6. Time averaged vertical motion within 450 km radius from the center of the 

island. Horizontal bars indicate the location of the island.  
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Figure 7. Diurnal composites of vertical motion at the windward and lee sides of the 

island as a function of time, on the horizontal axis, and pressure, on the vertical axis.   
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Figure 8. Diurnal composites of vorticity and wind vectors for the two flat island cases 

U0 (left panel) and U5 (right panel) from 9 h to 21 h, as functions of horizontal distance x 

and height. Vertical velocity is scaled by 100 for visualization. Vertical bars indicate the 

edges of the island.   
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Figure 9. Diurnal variation of horizontal buoyancy gradient (s-2) and nonlinear advection 

(s-2) in equation 1 from the U0 (red) and U5 (blue) cases at the upwind (solid) and 

downwind (dashed) side of the island (solid), as a function of local time of day. 
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Figure 10. Diurnal evolution of the three contributing terms to horizontal vorticity in Eqn 

(2). All these terms are vertically averaged in the left half of the island between the 

surface and the 10th model level (~1 km). (a) horizontal gradient of diabatic heating, (b) 

horizontal gradient of horizontal advection of potential temperature, and (c) horizontal 

gradient of vertical advection of potential temperature. Unit is in (K/s/m) for these 

variables.  
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Figure 11 Time mean precipitation as a function of horizontal distance x (top panels) 
over the island and surrounding ocean, and diurnal cycles of rain over the island as a 

function of local time (bottom panels) from the runs with either no diurnal cycle or no 

surface drag.  
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Figure 12. Rain over flat islands of different sizes for prevailing wind speeds of 0, 5, 10, 

and 15 m/s. Left: 3D experiments with horizontal grid spacing dx = 3 km. Right: 2D 

experiments with dx = 1 km.  
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Figure 13. Time averaged vertical motion as a function of horizontal distance x and 

height z for the H = 200 m and H = 400 m. Horizontal bars indicate the island. 
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Figure 14 Time mean vertical velocity as a function of height from nonlinear dry 

solutions for U0, U5, U10, and U15.  
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Figure 15. Maximum inland velocity (wind toward the island center) (top) and vertical 

velocity (bottom) as a function of island size, from the nonlinear dry solutions.  

 


